VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
MEETING
OCTOBER 10, 2018 - 7:00 P.M.
VILLAGE HALL BOARD ROOM
40 E. CENTER AVENUE, LAKE BLUFF, ILLINOIS
AGENDA

1. Call to Order and Roll Call
2. Consideration of the September 12, 2018 Meeting Minutes
3. Non-Agenda Items and Visitors
The Chairperson and Members of the HPC allocate fifteen (15) minutes at this time for those individuals who would

like the opportunity to address the HPC on any matter within its area of responsibility that is not listed on the agenda.
Each person addressing the HPC is asked to limit their comments to a maximum of three (3) minutes.

4. A Public Hearing to Consider a Historic Landmark Nomination
for 415 East Prospect Avenue (Barthold Residence)
5. A Public Hearing to Consider a Historic Landmark Nomination
for 400 Ravine Avenue (Caldwell Residence)
6. Continued Significant Demolition Review – 419 East Prospect Avenue
7. A Public Hearing to Consider a Historic Landmark Nomination
for 419 East Prospect Avenue (Helle Residence)
8. Continued Strategic Planning and Visioning for the Historic Preservation Commission
9. Chairperson’s Report
10. Staff Report
11. Adjournment
The Village of Lake Bluff is subject to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Individuals with disabilities who
plan to attend this meeting and who require certain accommodations in order to allow them to observe and/or participate in this meeting,
or who have questions regarding the accessibility of the meeting or the facilities, are requested to contact Glen Cole at 847-234-0774 or
TDD number 234-2153 promptly to allow the Village of Lake Bluff to make reasonable accommodations.

New materials added 10/9:
* Draft September minutes
* Draft resolution for each landmark nomination
* Letter from Edward Deegan concerning 419 E. Prospect.

VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF

Memorandum
To:

Chair Kraus and Members of the Historic Preservation Commission

From:

Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator

Subject:

#2
#8
#10

Date:

Consideration of the September 12, 2018 Meeting Minutes
Continued Strategic Planning and Visioning for the Historic
Preservation Commission.
Staff Report

October 5, 2018

Supplemental Packet: The following documents will be submitted to the Historic Preservation
Commission under separate cover prior to their meeting on October 10, 2018:
•
•

Draft September 12, 2018 meeting minutes
Draft HPC resolutions for each landmark nomination under consideration.

Strategic Planning and Visioning: The Commission may further discuss its draft document,
“Choosing Lake Bluff” (attached).

Lake Bluff Historic Preservation Commission

Choosing Lake Bluff
Draft 4; September 8, 2018

Lake Bluff as a Destination. “You don’t get to Lake Bluff on your way to somewhere else.”

There are a limited number of opportunities to encourage a prospective home buyer to invest in
Lake Bluff. Information from the Village can provide a background about buying in Lake Bluff
and can influence the mode of that investment: a choice between revitalization of an existing
structure or building of a new one.
This document introduces these intervention moments and summarizes communication and
branding opportunities. Its intent is to focus discussion on the definitions of “historic” and
“preservation” in the context of modern Lake Bluff.

I’m thinking of
buying a home…
(Discovering Lake Bluff)

I want in!
(Buying in Lake Bluff)

I’ve found the perfect place!
(Rehabilitation)

I’m interested in something new…
(New Construction)

“I’m thinking of buying a home…”
Discovering Lake Bluff.

Village Branding and Positioning
“Lake Bluff at a Glance”
(A branding brochure)

Implementation
Effort
++

Implementation
Cost
$$

Ongoing
Cost
$

$$

$

An introduction to Lake Bluff that includes:
• “Investing In Lake Bluff?” –
identifying its distinctive features,
amenities, schools, housing, and
demographics; and:
•

“Lake Bluff 2023” – including the
vision for the future; our sense of
community, social environment, and
family focus; and opportunities for
involvement.

Source: Current and developing Village
strategic and comprehensive plans
“Who chose Lake Bluff and Why?”
(An historic appreciation brochure)
The Village and its partners can make
information about Lake Bluff’s past more
accessible. Opportunities include:
• Short histories and finding guides of
significant events in the life of the
Village (e.g. settlement, farms,
camp meetings, railroads, estates,
suburban development, the
children’s home, etc.)
• Designation of historic
structures/places, neighborhoods,
and districts
• Do-it-yourself and curated walking,
bicycle, and driving tours.
• Resources to help individuals
research the Village and its
residents, homes, businesses
and open spaces
• Timelines of Village history and
development
Source: Lake Bluff History Museum,
Village

++

“I want in!”

Buying in Lake Bluff.
Research Guides for Individual Properties
“Lake Bluff Online”
(An interactive online database)

Implementation
Effort
+++

Implementation
Cost
$$$

Ongoing
Cost
$$

++

$

$

+

$

$

Once intrigued by what Lake Bluff has to
offer, potential buyers can access specific
information about individual properties
through the use of an intuitive and
interactive database: Lake Bluff Online”.
(As models, see the Evanston Lakeshore
Historic District and Lake County base
maps.)
http://maps.cityofevanston.org/apps/lakes
hored/
http://maps.lakecountyil.gov/mapsonline
Historic surveys, neighborhood/district
designations, and overlays illustrating key
features and amenities can all be
presented.
Source: Lake Bluff History Museum,
Village, Municipal Partners
“Property Dossier“
(An individual property fact sheet)
Prospective home buyers should be
presented with a comprehensive historical
record of their property. Included research
tips should help in the placement of the
property into the context of historic Lake
Bluff. This document should become an
asset to buyers, sellers, agents, and the
Village as a whole.
Source: Lake Bluff History Museum, Village,
Real Estate Partners
“Real Estate Rider”
(A ‘rules of the road’ attachment to real
estate contracts)
A post-purchase acknowledgement of the
receipt of important Village regulatory
information governing property changes
should conclude the purchase process. This
document summarizes zoning, subdivision,
historic preservation, design standards, etc.
Source: Village

“I’ve found the perfect place!”

Historic Rehabilitation in Lake Bluff.
Rehabilitation Incentives
Local Incentives
(Village policies that remove barriers and
encourage preservation, rehabilitation, and
landmarking)
• Rehabilitation Building Fee Reduction
or Waiver (with additional incentives
for landmarked structures)
• Local Property Tax Freeze for
significant rehabilitation (with
participation of other local taxing
bodies as feasible)
• Zoning Flexibility permitting realistic
restoration of historic properties,
especially heritage lots, with special
consideration for landmarked
structures
• Update Historic Preservation
Ordinance
Source: Village
Historic Preservation Coordination
(Share information from local, regional, state
and national historic preservation initiatives)

Implementation
Effort
+++

Implementation
Cost
$

Ongoing
Cost
$$$

++

$

$

+

$

$

Connect Lake Bluff homeowners with
resources that facilitate effective historic
preservation (national register, etc).
Source: Lake Bluff History Museum
“Historic Lake Bluff”
(Brochure on preservation in Lake Bluff)
Coordinate, educate and publicize Lake
Bluff’s historic preservation achievements:
• Landmarked Structures
• Historic Neighborhoods/Districts
• Distinguished Home Awards
• National Register Structures and
Districts
Maintain list of architects and builders who
demonstrate through their work an
understanding of Lake Bluff’s history.
Source: Lake Bluff History Museum;
Village; Preservation Partners

“I’m interested in something new.”
Building a new home in Lake Bluff.

Redevelopment Standards
“Redevelopment in Lake Bluff”
(Village standards that govern the demolition
and reconstruction of residential property in
the Village)
Redevelopment standards could include:
• Updated Historic Preservation
Ordinance process and timeline
•

Enhanced Demolition Review
The demolition review period should
be extended, with appropriate Village
Board oversite, to 365 days (perhaps
only for landmarked properties)

•

Real Estate Transfer Tax
Such a tax should be considered (and
perhaps waived for rehabilitation
activities)

•

Strict application of existing Zoning
and Subdivision regulations

•

Residential Material Standards
The Village should adopt the
Architectural Board of Review’s
recommended Residential Material
Standards in order to promote a highquality residential environment

•

Residential Design Review
The Village should implement a
residential design review program that
focuses on the relationship to adjacent
buildings, including setback and
height.

Source: Village

Implementation
Effort
++

Implementation
Cost
$

Ongoing
Cost
$

VI L L AGE O F L AKE B L UFF
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
SEPTEMBER 12, 2018
DRAFT MI NUT E S
1. Call to Order and Roll Call
A Regular Meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) of the Village of Lake Bluff was
called to order on September 12, 2018 at 7:03 p.m. in the Village Hall Board Room.
The following members were present:
Present:

Paul Bergmann
Lois Nicol
Cheri Richardson
Robert Hunter, Vice Chair
Steve Kraus, Chair

Absent:

Janie Jerch
Randolph Liebolt

Also Present:

Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator (AVA)
John Scopelliti, Administrative Intern (AI)

2. Consideration of the August 8, 2018 Meeting Minutes
Member Richardson moved to approve the August 8, 2018 HPC Regular Meeting Minutes as
amended. Member Bergmann seconded the motion. The motion passed on a unanimous voice vote.
3. Non-Agenda Items and Visitors
Chair Kraus stated that the Chairperson and Members of the HPC allocate fifteen (15) minutes at this
time for those individuals who would like the opportunity to address the HPC on any matter not
listed on the agenda.
There were no requests to address the HPC.
4. A Public Hearing to Consider a Historic Landmark Nomination for 502 East Prospect Avenue
(Wynn Residence)
AVA Cole explained the duties of the HPC and noted the Village Board has the final approval
regarding this application. AVA Cole reviewed the HPC actions regarding this application. AVA
Cole noted that elevation drawings must be submitted with a Historic Landmark application and a
copy has been provided at the dais.
Chair Kraus administered the oath to those in the audience then invited the applicant to the podium.
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Edward and Mary Wynn, applicants, thanked the HPC and said the packet contain the details
regarding the landmark application request and they are willing to answer any questions from the
commission.
Chair Kraus opened the floor for comments from the commissioners.
In response to a question from Member Bergmann, Mr. Wynn said there are still elements from the
hotel on the property which includes the stone basin in the rear of the home. He explained the
significance of the stone basin which was discovered during the excavation of the family room and
have since been incorporated in a landscape element in the rear yard.
Chair Kraus stated the first public municipal water supply service was built from Artesian Lake to
service the Hotel Irving (Site). It is his understanding that a portion of the wooden pipe is located in
the Lake Bluff History Museum (LBHM). Also, from looking at the actual photographs it appears the
applicant’s property was situated to the east of the site but he is uncertain about how the property
was used.
In response to a question from Member Nicol, Mr. Wynn said they were aware of the homes
historical nature before they purchased the property. Also, the LBHM book provided additional
history about the site. He said the 1998 survey in the book stated the palladium windows were
original to the home but after further research it was discovered the palladium windows mirrored an
original window on the second floor of the home.
Chair Kraus inquired of the applicant’s knowledge regarding Harlan homes and the building in that
era. Mr. Wynn Ed Wynn stated that based on the information at the LBHM, their home was built for
an individual named “Crumb” and also, he read about Mr. Harlan’s reputation as a preeminent
building. A unique construction method “balloon framing” which refers to a method of construction
in which external studs reach all the way from the bottom to the top of the house, was noticed during
remodeling and is consistent with the Harlan construction technique.
Chair Kraus said to ensure the information for the record is accurate, he suggested the date of
construction listed in the survey document be changed from 1920 to 1939
Member Bergmann stated that this is a great application and he likes all the details. The Harlan
family was certainly an important family in the Lake Bluff community and provided background
information regarding the family.
Mr. Wynn commented on the uniqueness on a portion of Prospect Avenue (500 Block) and noted
this is a nice streetscape which needs to be protected.
Following a request from Chair Kraus, Member Bergmann proceeded to review the criteria for
landmark designation general consideration. A discussion followed and the committee determined
the following criteria applies to the application:
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•
•
•

•

1a – The structure, building, site, or landscape has significant character, interest, or value as
part of the historic, aesthetic, cultural, or architectural characteristics of the Village, the State
of Illinois, or the United States;
1b – The structure, building, site, or landscape is closely identified with a person or persons
who significantly contributed to the development of the Village, the State of Illinois, or the
United States;
1c – The structure, building, site, or landscape involves the notable efforts of, or is the only
known example of work by, a master builder, designer, architect, architectural firm, or artist
whose individual accomplishment has influenced the development of the Village, State of
Illinois, or the United States; and
1d – The unique location or singular physical characteristics of a structure, building, site, or
landscape make it an established of familiar visual feature.

A discussion ensued and the committee determined the following architectural significance criteria
applies to the application:
• 2a – The structure, building, site, or landscape represents certain distinguishing
characteristics of architecture inherently valuable for the study of a time period, type of
property, method of construction, or use of indigenous materials;
• 2b – The structure, building, site, or landscape embodies elements of design, detail, material,
or craftsmanship of exceptional quality;
• 2e – The structure, building, site, or landscape is, or is part of, a contiguous grouping that has
a sense of cohesiveness expressed through a similarity of style characteristics, time period,
type of property, method of construction, or use of indigenous materials and accents the
architectural significance of an area; and
• 2f – The detail, material, and workmanship of the structure, building, site, or landscape can
be valued in and of themselves as reflective of or similar to those of the majority of the other
visual elements in the area.
A discussion ensued and the committee determined the following historic significance criteria
applies to the application:
• 3a – The structure, building, site, or landscape is an exceptional example of an historic or
vernacular style, or is one of the few such remaining properties of its kind in the Village; and
• 3d – The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with a notable historic event.
As there was no further discussion, Member Bergmann made a motion to recommend the Village
Board designate 502 East Prospect Avenue as a landmark and specify both the specific historic
landmark designations criteria met and the specific elements of the property that merit protection.
Member Richardson seconded the motion. The motion passed on a unanimous roll call vote.
5. A Public Hearing to Consider a Historic Landmark Nomination for 406 East Prospect Avenue
(Ashley Residence)
Chair Kraus introduced the agenda item and noted his comments thanking the homeowner for
voluntarily landmarking the beautiful structure the requested an update from Staff.
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AVA Cole explained the duties of the HPC noting the Village Board has the final approval regarding
this application. The application submitted addresses the slots association with the camp meeting
area as well as its status as one of the few 25 foot very narrow lots still remaining in Lake Bluff.
In response to a question from Chair Kraus, AVA Cole confirmed that both applications submitted
were complete. Chair Kraus then invited the applicant to the podium.
Kristin Ashley, applicant, read her presentation to the HPC which included background, work
related, and current information regarding the applicant such as her involvement with the Lake Bluff
History Museum. She said the past 11 years she has owned one of the last remaining historical camp
cottages in Lake Bluff and although, not designed by a famous architect the home is one of the
earliest examples of a typical camp cottage on a 25 ft. wide tent lot from the camp meeting
association era. The house was built in the 1880 and she thinks is it the biggest antique she has
owned. She enjoys living in an historical home as it gives her deep roots in the community and also
give her inspiration for her writing. She shared her analogy on why she was applying for landmark
designation and commented on revisions made to the home.
In response to a comment from Member Bergmann, Ms. Ashley said the Clancy family might have
been the original owners but she is uncertain and she was not able to find any additional information
regarding the builder.
Vice Chair Hunter said most of the houses on the 25 ft. lots were 15 ft. wide with gabble and this one
is 20 ft. wide and asked if there was any indication of this being done. Chair Kraus said this is an
amalgam from many separate parcels so it is a 25 ft. parcel plus an additional 10 ft. feet of another
parcel so it is actually 35 ft. wide.
Stephanie Bjork (resident) provided information as a result of research done on her property at 414
East Prospect Avenue as it relates to the subject property.
Chair Kraus said this property and that entire street is one of the gems of the Village and expressed
his appreciation for the applicant’s effort to go through the landmark process.
Following a request from Chair Kraus, Member Bergmann said he has wanted to landmark these
houses for a long time then proceeded to review the criteria for landmark designation general
consideration. A discussion followed and the committee determined the following criteria applies to
the application:
• 1a – The structure, building, site, or landscape has significant character, interest, or value as
part of the historic, aesthetic, cultural, or architectural characteristics of the Village, the State
of Illinois, or the United States;
• 1b – The structure, building, site, or landscape is closely identified with a person or persons
who significantly contributed to the development of the Village, the State of Illinois, or the
United States;
• 1d – The unique location or singular physical characteristics of a structure, building, site, or
landscape make it an established of familiar visual feature;
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•
•

1e – The activities associated with a structure, building, site, or landscape make it a current or
former focal point of reference in the Village; and
1g – The structure, building, site, or landscape is in an area that has yielded or is likely to
yield historically significant information, or even prehistoric date.

A discussion ensued and the committee determined the following architectural significance criteria
applies to the application:
• 2a – The structure, building, site, or landscape represents certain distinguishing
characteristics of architecture inherently valuable for the study of a time period, type of
property, method of construction, or use of indigenous materials; and
• 2e – The structure, building, site, or landscape is, or is part of, a contiguous grouping that has
a sense of cohesiveness expressed through a similarity of style characteristics, time period,
type of property, method of construction, or use of indigenous materials and accents the
architectural significance of an area.
A discussion ensued and the committee determined the following historic significance criteria
applies to the application:
• 3a – The structure, building, site, or landscape is an exceptional example of an historic or
vernacular style, or is one of the few such remaining properties of its kind in the Village;
• 3b – The structure, building, site, or landscape has a strong association with the life or
activities of a person or persons who significantly contributed to or participated in the historic
or cultural events of the United Stated, the State of Illinois, or the Village;
• 3c – The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with an organization or group,
whether formal or informal, from which persons have significantly contributed to or
participated in the historic or cultural events of the United Stated, the State of Illinois, or the
Village; and
• 3d – The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with a notable historic event.
As there was no further discussion, Member Bergmann made a motion to recommend the Village
Board designate 406 East Prospect Avenue as a landmark and specify both the specific historic
landmark designations criteria met and the specific elements of the property that merit protection.
Member Nicol seconded the motion. The motion passed on a unanimous roll call vote.
6. Significant Demolition Review for 419 East Prospect Avenue
Chair Kraus introduced the agenda item noting there is an existing demolition delay in place
pursuant to the Village ordinance. Due to a technical reading of the ordinance the delay time lines are
now as follows, delay expiration (90 days) was October 17, 2018 is now actually November 22,
2018. The original demolition delay period does not expire unless the HPC recommend such action
on November 22nd. This evening the HPC has the unilateral right to extend an additional 30 days
which would extend the demolition delay until December 22, 2018. Chair Kraus said the reason for
the delay is to generate interest in a particular property.
It was the consensus of the HPC not to extend the demolition delay.
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Chair Kraus said there was a petition signed by quite a few residents requesting that the HPC hold a
public hearing regarding the possible landmark status for the subject property. The historic
preservation ordinance identifies four parties (the property owner, Village Board, HPC and Lake
Bluff History Museum Board) that have standing to nominate a particular structure for landmark
status. He read the letter submitted from the property owner requesting that the property not be
landmarked and noting their intent not to proceed with the landmark nomination. The LBHM Board
has made a policy decision to be a resource to the community rather than go through the process of
recommending landmarks. Chair Kraus and Member Bergmann disclosed that they are members of
the Lake Bluff History Board of Directors. Chair Kraus said the third entity, the Village Board, has
deferred to the matter to the HPC to consider if the property should be landmarked.
Chair Kraus said the petition was received at a date that precluded a public hearing from occurring in
September 2018. The HPC would make a recommendation to hold a formal public hearing next
either in October or November 2018 as the demolition delay continues until December 2018. He said
because a full board is not present at tonight’s meeting, the HPC could also not take action on the
request until the next regular meeting.
Chair Kraus opened the floor for comments from the audience.
Mr. Wynn provided the HPC with additional signatures and expressed his understanding that the
HPC is the only party left to nominate this property for a landmark status. According to Staff’s
memorandum it is not unprecedented for the HPC to make a landmark status.
In response to a request from Chair Kraus, Mr. Wynn explained the distinction between a landmark
and a certified landmark. Chair Kraus elaborated on the distinctions noting of the landmark is
certified there is a mandatory certificate of appropriateness that must be granted before alternations
or demolition can take place. The teeth of the ordinance is regarding certified landmarks the normal
landmark status has a process in place for a property to make changes.
Mr. Wynn commented on the law associated with certified landmarks in regards to federal tax
incentives which includes the easement program. Mr. Wynn noted for the record that the applicant is
not present at tonight’s meeting. The applicant did previously note there were roughly four 25 ft. lots
on the property and that if the intent was to be historical it should be taken back to that point. Mr.
Wynn said the research shows this site consist of four lots. The three lots that immediately adjoin
Moffett Avenue were deeded to Edward Jeffries and later the fourth lot was deeded to Abner
Scranton. He said because we know or suspect that the house that is on Lots 2 and 3 was there at the
time the property was transferred to Mr. Jeffries and the answer is it was the original structure on 419
not the additional immediately to the west. As stated by Mr. Hawley based on his review, he could
tell from the stud structure that the “L” portion was not part of the original house. This explains why
there would have been a conveyance of three lots but not the fourth. It also suggests that the
information in the Lake Bluff History Museum about the house being “L” shaped is probably not
correct but the home is more similar to the structure at 666 Maple. He commended whomever placed
the ornate lentils on the addition.
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Mr. Wynn said there was concern that, if we are being historic, we should go back to 4 individual 25
ft. lots. He would take the position that the historic state of the property is exactly how it exists
today. He said it is obvious the existing house was built before the camp meeting association was
established and conveniently facing toward the tabernacle. He suspects that, by not selling Lots 1 and
2, it allowed the visual sight line from the house all the way through. When it was conveyed to Mr.
Jefferies who was a close associate of the Reverend King, who is very notable in the Lake Bluff
camp meeting association that it was done deliberately to keep that property intact. He said even
though all the lots in the 1877 plat were done as 25 ft. lots the real history is what predated the plat
and the current configuration of the home and he thinks that is one of its unique features.
Chair Kraus said one of the HPC landmark decisions reflect the same thing that even though there is
a series of 25 ft. lots that underline the original zoning, that lot is actually 35 ft. wide. All the
underlying zoning for the east side of Lake Bluff is composed of multiple lots. A discussion
regarding zoning followed.
Mr. Wynn said everything before the 1877 plat was in metes and bounds descriptions and he had to
obtain descriptions from the Lake County Office and map them to confirm that the deed was actually
for this particular property. Mr. Wynn said we are very passionate about this and there is no ill will
against the owner of the property. The plan is to save the structure if possible and potentially
negotiate something if that can be done to have a home on there that is fitting with the current style.
He thinks it is worth it and the history is now well documented back to the original founder of Lake
Bluff and the request is that the commission consider nominating it for landmark status.
Chair Kraus cleared that the two objectives ae to save the structure and to influence the design of any
different structure. Mr. Wynn confirmed both objectives and said it is his understanding that seems
to be the consensus of the HPC at it August 2018 meeting.
Member Bergmann said this property came before the HPC months ago with that specific concept in
mind of putting an alternate structure on the property but maintaining the original house in most of
its form and then building a house extension highly similar to the existing house into the front yard.
The applicant went away due to economic reasons but it could be a satisfactory resolution to
resubmit.
Chair Kraus said the applicant had also requested to the PCZBA a subdivision of that particular
property which was not recommended by the PCZBA. Mr. Wynn said it is his understanding having
reviewed the records is there was an initial request for a subdivision and the applicant sensed that the
request would not get approved then there was a second request which received an affirmative “no”
vote from the PCZBA.
Vice Chair Hunter asked a procedural question as Chair Kraus and Member Bergmann both serve on
the Lake Bluff History Board of Directors do they have to recuse themselves from any kind of voting
regarding the matter. Member Bergmann said it is okay to vote on this matter.
Jenny Barthold (resident) asked if not this group, then who is the better group to nominate a building
for historical reasons. She understands why the HPC is one of the entities allowed to make the
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recommendation but does not understand why the LBHM is not interested in doing this sort of work.
She asked how the commissioners view themselves as possible nominators. Chair Kraus stated
neither he nor Member Bergmann was involved with the decision made by the LBHM that the
preferred role of the history museum is to support research into the history of Lake Bluff. Currently,
the Museum Board does not feel comfortable making landmark nominations.
Member Richardson said part of the history was former HPC Chair Janet Nelson’s contribution to
perform the research herself to put together a landmark application. Ms. Barthold asked if it was a
large task to complete. A discussion followed.
Chair Kraus said the preferred nominator for landmark status has always been the property owner.
The preference on the behalf of the Village Board has been for property owners to nominate a
property. The Village Board has been consistently troubled with the concept of involuntary
landmarking either without the support of or with the active non-support of the property owner. The
preferred venue is that property owners on their own behalf nominate their particular structure for
landmark status.
Rene Boyle (resident) said some of this is starting to get a little confusing. It seems that the Village
Board is recommending the HPC recommend landmark status but the HPC typically recommend
landmark status for a home that is not owned by a property owner. Ms. Boyle said her understanding
tonight is that the neighbors are more concerned about what is going to replace the home and
securing the history of the home which seems to be okay with everyone. It is her understanding that
there will be no further action to landmark the home because it has never been done before. She
asked will the HPC vote on the matter tonight. Chair Kraus said we can vote on the matter tonight
but as long as the demolition delay is in place the HPC can consider the application and it would be
his preference to make a decision tonight.
Ms. Boyle thanked the commissioners for their volunteerism and work throughout the years. Chair
Kraus said one of the reasons for the demolition delay is to secure the history of the property. He
shared a story regarding demolition procedures prior to establishing the historic preservation
ordinance. The demolition delay allows individuals and the LBHM to secure the history of the
structure and take photographs to secure a montage of Lake Bluff history. Chair Kraus said everyone
is concerned about what will replace the structure but that is not the HPC purview. The HPC can
have a dialogue with property owners seeking to demolish or restore about what would be
appropriate for the particular site. He said neither the Village Board nor HPC have any enforceable
rights to determine what will replace a structure. The manner in which the historic preservation
ordinance is currently established is that there is not any way, other than talking, to definitively say
"yes" or “no” to a particular suggestion for an infrastructure. Chair Kraus briefly explained the
importance of landmarking a structure and noted the policy of the Village does not allow any Board
to say a structure cannot be demolished.
Ms. Boyle said she believes this home needs the respect and honor being landmarked even if it will
eventually be demolished. The history will be categorized even if it is a brass plaque on the sidewalk.
This is the founder of Lake Bluff home and any delay should be preferred.
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In response to a question from Member Richardson, AVA Cole said it is his understanding that in the
past you when you have a signification demolition delay if there is a landmark application pending
there will be no permits issued until the application is resolved. If the property is designated a
landmark at that time the 120 days delay before the demolition and there is a 30 day extension that
can be imposed by the Village Board for a total of 150 days after a landmark is established. A
discussion followed.
Mr. Wynn responded to a question regarding the brick structure. There was an investigation of two
structures known to be constructed of Cloe’s brick and he has pictures that shows that the color of
the brick can vary depending on the materials used and how long the brick remains in the kiln. This
was an issue but he does not think it was determinative of the HPC decision it is probably additive so
he wanted to address the issue. Mr. Wynn commented on the importance of landmarking a home and
said a delay may cause people to reconsider reluctance to this point. Also, he thinks there are other
issues involving this property that will be addressed at the appropriate time to the right bodies.
Staff’s memorandum states for the 120 day delay to trigger it requires that the application be
complete and the clock will not start until the application is complete. A discussion regarding
demolition completeness followed.
Chair Kraus opened the floor for comments from the commissioners. He questioned if the HPC was
comfortable holding its own hearing with respect to landmark status or if the committee is not in
favor of an involuntary landmark process.
Member Bergmann commented on previous landmark presentations and successfully replacement
structures. He said the HPC has previously looked at homes with significant architectural and
background history and is again presented with a home that has a great deal of social history. He is
rather fond of the architectural style and that the Italianate style is very unique and pleasing in town.
He thinks when the HPC receive a petition with this many Village residents asking the HPC to take a
much deeper look, he thinks the committee has to respond and hold a public hearing.
Vice Chair Hunter said he think the HPC should hold a public hearing because he thinks at this point
no one really knows what the petitioner has in mind. He expressed his belief that no one but a
property owner should nominate their own residence. It becomes almost punitive when you keep
extending the delay and this is not how the process should work. He said the HPC should go through
the process and give the petitioner a little more time to consider another alternative. Vice Chair
Hunter said the HPC should move ahead without being punitive. He used the Blair House which was
an architectural gem as an example of an extended demolition process and excessive punitive cost.
Member Richardson said she does understand the challenge with property rights versus what the
HPC is trying to do which is to maintain the Village character. She does not have an issue with the
HPC landmarking the property because there is a really good reason to do and hopefully this will
allow additional time to speak with the property owner and perhaps have a different outcome.
Member Nicol agreed that the home is probably not an architectural gem but she believes there is so
much social significance to the building and placement of the home. She appreciate the research
done on the home and said she thinks it is an extremely significant home and the HPC mandate is to
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preserve/protect these architectural significant homes and properties. Member Nicol said she want to
respect individual property rights but yet she thinks this is a share community. Property owners do
own their individual homes and parcels of lands but yet we all collectively have some ownership in
the Village and she appreciate everyone that took a voice to that ownership. Member Nicol said she
supports holding a public hearing to further consider landmark status.
Chair Kraus said this is difficult for him because he loves the house then explained why. He would
support a petition for landmark status based on the conditions discussed in the aforementioned
applications and for what the structure represents in the history of Lake Bluff. He needs to balance
that with the taking of property, the involuntary nature of a landmark, and with the reality that no
matter what the property owner can do what they desire to do, so he is not in favor of involuntary
landmarking, but it appears the HPC consensus is to move ahead with the public hearing.
Vice Chair Hunter made a motion to nominate 419 East Prospect Avenue as a landmark and hold a
public hearing concerning the nomination at its October regular meeting. Member Richardson
seconded the motion. The motion passed on the following roll call vote:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent:

Nicol, Bergmann, Richardson and Vice Chair Hunter
Chair Kraus
Jerch and Liebelt

7. Continued Strategic Planning and Visioning for the Historic Preservation Commission
Chair Kraus explained to the commission that he met with Village President Kathleen O’Hara and
Village Administrator Drew Irvin about his vision moving forward with the HPC Strategic Planning
and Visioning. Chair Kraus stated that this plan would be talked about in a special public hearing.
Member Bergmann asked about whether there will be a workshop or special hearing for this item.
Chair Kraus talked about sitting down with AVA Cole and members to talk about this topic later. A
brief discussion commenced.
8. Chairperson’s Report
Chair Kraus expressed to the commission his visioning moving forward along with an upcoming
workshop this Saturday. He stated that he will be participating in a real estate group forum.
Chair Kraus talked about the potential of a special meeting moving forward to talk about the
Strategic Planning and Visioning for the HPC and encouraged any members interested to contact
AVA Cole.
Vice Chair Hunter asked if the PCZBA would be invited to this special meeting. A brief discussion
commenced.
Chair Kraus asked if the ABR would also be present for this special meeting. A brief discussion
commenced.
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Member Bergmann asked about the funding opportunities that are present for this commission to
complete this strategic plan.
AVA Cole stated that the biggest resource we have is staff time. He stated that the Village has the
GIS software but again it is the necessity of the data and the amount of time that needs to be
dedicated to completing this project.
Member Bergmann mentioned that it needs to be determined the amount of time and money that
needs to be dedicated to this plan. A brief discussion commenced.
9. Staff Report
There was no staff report.
10. Adjournment
There being no further business to consider, Member Bergmann motioned to adjourn. Member
Richardson seconded the motion. Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the meeting was
adjourned at 9:12p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

John Scopelliti
Administrative Intern
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Memorandum
To:

Chair Kraus and Members of the Historic Preservation Commission

From:

Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator
John Scopelliti, Administrative Intern

Subject:

Agenda Item #4 – A Public Hearing to Consider a Historic Landmark
Nomination Application for the Property Located at 415 E. Prospect Ave

Date:

October 5, 2018
Applicant’s Photo

Address:

415 E. Prospect Ave.

Work Proposed:

Landmark Designation

Date Received:

August 27, 2018

Owner:

Jenny Barthold

Originally
Constructed:

Arch. Survey
Lake County

Significance Rating:

Significant.
Contributing for
National Register.

1920
1925

Required Action:
Conduct a public hearing concerning the nomination. Consider the information presented and
make a recommendation as to if the criteria for landmark designation are satisfied.
Applicable Regulations:
• Section 9-14-4 of the Municipal Code (Landmark Designation)
Summary:
On August 27, 2018, the Village received an application to designate the structure located at 415
E. Prospect Ave as a Historic Landmark. This application was submitted by the property owner,
Jenny Barthold. The property is associated with the Camp Meeting Association and was noted by
the 1998 Architectural Survey as a “fine example” of French eclectic architecture owing to its
irregular shape, cylindrical entrance tower, and half timbering. Notice was published and mailed
to surrounding property owners at least 15 days in advance of the meeting, as required by the
Ordinance.

Recommended Action:
The HPC should accept testimony from the property owner and the public; evaluate the
nomination application in view of the landmark designation criteria (included below); and take
one of the following actions:
•

Recommend the Village Board designate the subject property as a landmark and specify
both the specific historic landmark designation criteria met and the specific elements of
the property that merit protection.

•

Continue the Public Hearing to a date mutually agreed upon by the HPC and the property
owner to request additional information for the Commission’s review; or

•

Recommend the Village Board not designate the subject property as a landmark.

Attached Documents:
A.
Landmark Application
B.
Historic Survey Record
C.
Landmark HPC Resolution (will be sent prior to meeting)
If you should have any questions regarding the information provided in this memorandum,
please feel free to contact me at (847) 283-6889.
Criteria for Landmark Designation:
Pursuant to the Ordinance, the Historic Preservation Commission shall consider the following
criteria to determine whether to recommend a property for landmark designation:
1. General Considerations:
a. The structure, building, site, or landscape has significant character, interest, or value as part of
the historic, aesthetic, cultural, or architectural characteristics of the village, the state of Illinois,
or the United States.
b. The structure, building, site, or landscape is closely identified with a person or persons who
significantly contributed to the development of the village, the state of Illinois, or the United
States.
c. The structure, building, site, or landscape involves the notable efforts of, or is the only known
example of work by, a master builder, designer, architect, architectural firm, or artist whose
individual accomplishment has influenced the development of the village, state of Illinois, or the
United States.
d. The unique location or singular physical characteristics of a structure, building, site, or
landscape make it an established or familiar visual feature.
e. The activities associated with a structure, building, site, or landscape make it a current or
former focal point of reference in the village.
f. The structure or building is of a type or is associated with a use once common but now rare, or
is a particularly fine or unique example of a utilitarian structure and possesses a high level of
integrity or architectural significance.
g. The structure, building, site, or landscape is in an area that has yielded or is likely to yield
historically significant information, or even prehistoric data.

2. Architectural Significance:
a. The structure, building, site, or landscape represents certain distinguishing characteristics of
architecture inherently valuable for the study of a time period, type of property, method of
construction, or use of indigenous materials.
b. The structure, building, site, or landscape embodies elements of design, detail, material, or
craftsmanship of exceptional quality.
c. The structure, building, site, or landscape exemplifies a particular architectural style in terms
of detail, material, and workmanship which has resulted in little or no alteration to its original
construction.
d. The structure, building, site, or landscape is one of the few remaining examples of a particular
architectural style and has undergone little or no alteration since its original construction.
e. The structure, building, site, or landscape is, or is part of, a contiguous grouping that has a
sense of cohesiveness expressed through a similarity of style characteristics, time period, type of
property, method of construction, or use of indigenous materials and accents the architectural
significance of an area.
f. The detail, material, and workmanship of the structure, building, site, or landscape can be
valued in and of themselves as reflective of or similar to those of the majority of the other visual
elements in the area.
g. The landscape is significant in its own right as landscape architecture and not merely as a
complementary setting for a structure or a group of structures.
3. Historic Significance:
a. The structure, building, site, or landscape is an exceptional example of an historic or
vernacular style, or is one of the few such remaining properties of its kind in the village.
b. The structure, building, site, or landscape has a strong association with the life or activities of
a person or persons who significantly contributed to or participated in the historic or cultural
events of the United States, the state of Illinois, or the village.
c. The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with an organization or group, whether
formal or informal, from which persons have significantly contributed to or participated in the
historic or cultural events of the United States, the state of Illinois, or the village.
d. The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with a notable historic event.
e. The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with an antiquated use due to
technological or social advances.
f. The structure, building, site, or landscape is a monument to, or a cemetery of, a historic person
or persons.
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NO. 2018-HPC-__
RECOMMENDING LANDMARK DESIGNATION FOR 415 EAST PROSPECT AVENUE
WHEREAS, the Village of Lake Bluff is a community with a rich historical,
cultural, and architectural character that is unique among Northern Illinois communities; and
WHEREAS, the preservation of historically, culturally, and architecturally
significant structures in the Village is necessary to maintain the essential character of the Village
and to protect the value of properties in the Village; and
WHEREAS, the Village desires to recognize and protect structures that
contribute to the historical, cultural, or architectural heritage of the Village; and
WHEREAS, the Village also desires to assist owners of historically, culturally, or
architecturally significant structures, buildings, sites, and landscapes in maintaining and
enhancing their properties in a manner consistent with the character of the Village; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 9-14-4(B) of the “Lake Bluff Municipal Code”
(“Village Code”), Jenny Barthold ("Applicant") submitted a landmark designation application
(“Application”) for the single-family home (the “Nominated Building”) owned by the Applicant
and located at 415 East Prospect Avenue, Lake Bluff, Illinois, as legally described in Exhibit A
attached hereto (“Property”); and
WHEREAS, after notice of a public hearing was duly published on or before
September 25, 2018, in The News-Sun, the Commission held a public hearing on the
Application on October 10, 2018, at which hearing the Applicant and members of the public
appeared and testified regarding the designation of the Nominated Building as a Landmark; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 9-14-4(D), and after reviewing all information
presented to it at the public hearing, the Commission has authority to adopt a recommendation
on whether the Nominated Building does or does not meet the landmark designation criteria set
forth in Section 9-14-4(A); and
WHEREAS, after consideration of the evidence at the public hearing, the
Commission has determined that the Nominated Building meets the landmark designation
criteria for the reasons stated in the minutes of the public hearing and as follows:
General Considerations
1. §1(a) - The Nominated Building has significant character, interest, or value as part of the
historic, aesthetic, cultural, or architectural characteristics of the Village, the State of
Illinois, or the United States.
2. §1(d) - The unique location or singular physical characteristics of the Nominated Building
make it an established or familiar visual feature. [Irregular shape; Cylindrical entrance
tower]
3. §1(e) - The activities associated with the Nominated Building make it a current or former
focal point of reference in the village. [Camp Meeting Association]
4. §1(g) - The Nominated Building is in an area that has yielded or is likely to yield
historically significant information, or even prehistoric data.
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Architectural Significance
5. §2(a) - The Nominated Building represents certain distinguishing characteristics of
architecture inherently valuable for the study of a time period, type of property, method
of construction, or use of indigenous materials. [French Eclectic]
6. §2(b) - The Nominated Building embodies elements of design, detail, material, or
craftsmanship of exceptional quality. [As described in 1998 Village Architectural Survey]
7. §2(c) - The Nominated Building exemplifies a particular architectural style in terms of
detail, material, and workmanship which has resulted in little or no alteration to its
original construction. [French Eclectic]
Historic Significance
8. §3(a) - The Nominated Building is an exceptional example of an historic or vernacular
style, or is one of the few such remaining properties of its kind in the Village. [Camp
Meeting Association houses]
9. §3(c) - The Nominated Building is associated with an organization or group, whether
formal or informal, from which persons have significantly contributed to or participated in
the historic or cultural events of the United States, the State of Illinois, or the village.
[Camp Meeting Association]
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION
COMMISSION OF THE VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF, LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS, as follows:
Section 1. The Historic Preservation Commission finds, as set forth in this
Resolution, that the Nominated Building in the Application satisfies the criteria for landmark
designation set forth in Section 9-14-4(A).
Section 2. The Commission recommends that the Village Board of Trustees
designate the Nominated Building as an official landmark pursuant to Section 9-14-4(E).
PASSED this __th day of October, 2018, by a vote of the Historic Preservation Commission as
follows:
AYES:

(0)

NAYS:

(0)

ABSENT:

(0)

ABSTAIN:

(0)

APPROVED this __th day of October, 2018.
Steven Kraus, Chairperson
ATTEST:

Deputy Village Clerk

# 5300662_v1
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EXHIBIT A
Legal Description of Subject Property
LOT 5 AND 6 IN BLOCK 10 IN THE ORIGINAL PLAT OF LAKE BLUFF, A SUBDIVISION OF
THE SOUTHWEST PART OF THE NORTHEAST FRACTIONAL ¼ AND THE SOUTHEAST
PART OF THE NORTHWEST ¼ OF SECTION 21, TOWNSHIP 44 NORTH, RANGE 12, EAST
OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF RECORDED
MARCH 15, 1877, AS DOCUMENT 16918, IN BOOK “A” OF PLATS, PAGE 95, ALSO A 20
FEET STRIP OF LAND LYING NORTH OF AND ADJOINING PARCEL 1, VACATED BY
ORDINANCE RECORDED SEPTEMBER 1, 1928, AS DOCUMENT 323801, IN LAKE
COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
Commonly known as 415 East Prospect Avenue, Lake Bluff, Illinois.
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF

Memorandum
To:

Chair Kraus and Members of the Historic Preservation Commission

From:

Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator
John Scopelliti, Administrative Intern

Subject:

Agenda Item #5 – A Public Hearing to Consider a Historic Landmark
Nomination Application for the Property Located at 400 Ravine Avenue

Date:

October 5, 2018
Applicant’s Photo

Address:

400 Ravine Avenue

Work Proposed:

Landmark Designation

Date Received:

September 4, 2018

Owner:

Anne Shiras Caldwell

Originally
Constructed:

Arch. Survey
Lake County
Application

Significance
Rating:

Contributing but not significant.
Contributing for
National Register.

1900
1890
1893

Required Action:
Conduct a public hearing concerning the nomination. Consider the information presented and
make a recommendation as to if the criteria for landmark designation are satisfied.
Applicable Regulations:
• Section 9-14-4 of the Municipal Code (Landmark Designation)
Summary:
On September 4, 2018, the Village received an application to designate the structure located at
400 Ravine Avenue as a Historic Landmark. This application was submitted by the property
owner, Anne Shiras Caldwell. According to the application, the property was part of the original
1836 Cloes homestead. The structure is associated with both William F. Cochran, former Village
President, and the Lake Bluff Camp Meeting Association, among others. Notice was published
and mailed to surrounding property owners at least 15 days in advance of the meeting, as
required by the Ordinance.

Recommended Action:
The HPC should accept testimony from the property owner and the public; evaluate the
nomination application in view of the landmark designation criteria (included below); and take
one of the following actions:
•

Recommend the Village Board designate the subject property as a landmark and specify
both the specific historic landmark designation criteria met and the specific elements of
the property that merit protection.

•

Continue the Public Hearing to a date mutually agreed upon by the HPC and the property
owner to request additional information for the Commission’s review; or

•

Recommend the Village Board not designate the subject property as a landmark.

Attached Documents:
A.
Landmark Application
B.
Historic Survey Record
C.
Landmark HPC Resolution (will be sent prior to meeting)
If you should have any questions regarding the information provided in this memorandum,
please feel free to contact me at (847) 283-6889.
Criteria for Landmark Designation:
Pursuant to the Ordinance, the Historic Preservation Commission shall consider the following
criteria to determine whether to recommend a property for landmark designation:
1. General Considerations:
a. The structure, building, site, or landscape has significant character, interest, or value as part of
the historic, aesthetic, cultural, or architectural characteristics of the village, the state of Illinois,
or the United States.
b. The structure, building, site, or landscape is closely identified with a person or persons who
significantly contributed to the development of the village, the state of Illinois, or the United
States.
c. The structure, building, site, or landscape involves the notable efforts of, or is the only known
example of work by, a master builder, designer, architect, architectural firm, or artist whose
individual accomplishment has influenced the development of the village, state of Illinois, or the
United States.
d. The unique location or singular physical characteristics of a structure, building, site, or
landscape make it an established or familiar visual feature.
e. The activities associated with a structure, building, site, or landscape make it a current or
former focal point of reference in the village.
f. The structure or building is of a type or is associated with a use once common but now rare, or
is a particularly fine or unique example of a utilitarian structure and possesses a high level of
integrity or architectural significance.
g. The structure, building, site, or landscape is in an area that has yielded or is likely to yield
historically significant information, or even prehistoric data.

2. Architectural Significance:
a. The structure, building, site, or landscape represents certain distinguishing characteristics of
architecture inherently valuable for the study of a time period, type of property, method of
construction, or use of indigenous materials.
b. The structure, building, site, or landscape embodies elements of design, detail, material, or
craftsmanship of exceptional quality.
c. The structure, building, site, or landscape exemplifies a particular architectural style in terms
of detail, material, and workmanship which has resulted in little or no alteration to its original
construction.
d. The structure, building, site, or landscape is one of the few remaining examples of a particular
architectural style and has undergone little or no alteration since its original construction.
e. The structure, building, site, or landscape is, or is part of, a contiguous grouping that has a
sense of cohesiveness expressed through a similarity of style characteristics, time period, type of
property, method of construction, or use of indigenous materials and accents the architectural
significance of an area.
f. The detail, material, and workmanship of the structure, building, site, or landscape can be
valued in and of themselves as reflective of or similar to those of the majority of the other visual
elements in the area.
g. The landscape is significant in its own right as landscape architecture and not merely as a
complementary setting for a structure or a group of structures.
3. Historic Significance:
a. The structure, building, site, or landscape is an exceptional example of an historic or
vernacular style, or is one of the few such remaining properties of its kind in the village.
b. The structure, building, site, or landscape has a strong association with the life or activities of
a person or persons who significantly contributed to or participated in the historic or cultural
events of the United States, the state of Illinois, or the village.
c. The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with an organization or group, whether
formal or informal, from which persons have significantly contributed to or participated in the
historic or cultural events of the United States, the state of Illinois, or the village.
d. The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with a notable historic event.
e. The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with an antiquated use due to
technological or social advances.
f. The structure, building, site, or landscape is a monument to, or a cemetery of, a historic person
or persons.
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NO. 2018-HPC-__
RECOMMENDING LANDMARK DESIGNATION FOR 400 RAVINE AVENUE
WHEREAS, the Village of Lake Bluff is a community with a rich historical,
cultural, and architectural character that is unique among Northern Illinois communities; and
WHEREAS, the preservation of historically, culturally, and architecturally
significant structures in the Village is necessary to maintain the essential character of the Village
and to protect the value of properties in the Village; and
WHEREAS, the Village desires to recognize and protect structures that
contribute to the historical, cultural, or architectural heritage of the Village; and
WHEREAS, the Village also desires to assist owners of historically, culturally, or
architecturally significant structures, buildings, sites, and landscapes in maintaining and
enhancing their properties in a manner consistent with the character of the Village; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 9-14-4(B) of the “Lake Bluff Municipal Code”
(“Village Code”), Anne Shiras Caldwell ("Applicant") submitted a landmark designation
application (“Application”) for the single-family home (the “Nominated Building”) owned by
the Applicant and located at 400 Ravine Avenue, Lake Bluff, Illinois, as legally described in
Exhibit A attached hereto (“Property”); and
WHEREAS, after notice of a public hearing was duly published on or before
September 25, 2018, in The News-Sun, the Commission held a public hearing on the
Application on October 10, 2018, at which hearing the Applicant and members of the public
appeared and testified regarding the designation of the Nominated Building as a Landmark; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 9-14-4(D), and after reviewing all information
presented to it at the public hearing, the Commission has authority to adopt a recommendation
on whether the Nominated Building does or does not meet the landmark designation criteria set
forth in Section 9-14-4(A); and
WHEREAS, after consideration of the evidence at the public hearing, the
Commission has determined that the Nominated Building meets the landmark designation
criteria for the reasons stated in the minutes of the public hearing and as follows:
General Considerations
1. §1(a) - The Nominated Building has significant character, interest, or value as part of the
historic, aesthetic, cultural, or architectural characteristics of the Village, the State of
Illinois, or the United States.
2. §1(b) - The Nominated Building is closely identified with a person or persons who
significantly contributed to the development of the village, the State of Illinois, or the
United States. [Lake Bluff Camp Meeting Association; Village President William F.
Cochran]
3. §1(d) - The unique location or singular physical characteristics of the Nominated Building
make it an established or familiar visual feature.
4. §1(g) - The Nominated Building is in an area that has yielded or is likely to yield
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historically significant information, or even prehistoric data.
Architectural Significance
5. §2(a) - The Nominated Building represents certain distinguishing characteristics of
architecture inherently valuable for the study of a time period, type of property, method
of construction, or use of indigenous materials.
6. §2(b) - The Nominated Building embodies elements of design, detail, material, or
craftsmanship of exceptional quality.
7. §2(c) - The Nominated Building exemplifies a particular architectural style in terms of
detail, material, and workmanship which has resulted in little or no alteration to its
original construction. [Documented by 1910 postcard]
8. §2(d) - The Nominated Building is one of the few remaining examples of a particular
architectural style and has undergone little or no alteration since its original construction.
[Documented by 1910 postcard]
9. §2(e) - The Nominated Building is, or is part of, a contiguous grouping that has a sense
of cohesiveness expressed through a similarity of style characteristics, time period, type
of property, method of construction, or use of indigenous materials and accents the
architectural significance of an area. [Lake Bluff Camp Meeting Association houses]
10. §2(f) - The detail, material, and workmanship of the Nominated Building can be valued in
and of themselves as reflective of or similar to those of the majority of the other visual
elements in the area.
Historic Significance
11. §3(a) - The Nominated Building is an exceptional example of an historic or vernacular
style, or is one of the few such remaining properties of its kind in the Village. [Lake Bluff
Camp Meeting Association houses]
12. §3(b) - The Nominated Building has a strong association with the life or activities of a
person or persons who significantly contributed to or participated in the historic or
cultural events of the United States, the State of Illinois, or the village. [Village President
William F. Cochran]
13. §3(c) - The Nominated Building is associated with an organization or group, whether
formal or informal, from which persons have significantly contributed to or participated in
the historic or cultural events of the United States, the State of Illinois, or the village.
[Lake Bluff Camp Meeting Association]
14. §3(d) - The Nominated Building is associated with a notable historic event.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION
COMMISSION OF THE VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF, LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS, as follows:
Section 1. The Historic Preservation Commission finds, as set forth in this
Resolution, that the Nominated Building in the Application satisfies the criteria for landmark
designation set forth in Section 9-14-4(A).
Section 2. The Commission recommends that the Village Board of Trustees
designate the Nominated Building as an official landmark pursuant to Section 9-14-4(E).

2

PASSED this __th day of October, 2018, by a vote of the Historic Preservation Commission as
follows:
AYES:

(0)

NAYS:

(0)

ABSENT:

(0)

ABSTAIN:

(0)

APPROVED this __th day of October, 2018.
Steven Kraus, Chairperson
ATTEST:

Deputy Village Clerk

# 5300662_v1
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EXHIBIT A
Legal Description of Subject Property
PARCEL 1: LOTS 14, 15, AND 16 IN BLOCK 10 IN THE ORIGINAL SUBDIVISION OF LAKE
BLUFF, BEING A SUBDIVISION OF THE SOUTHWEST PART OF THE NORTHEAST
FRACTIONAL QUARTER AND THE SOUTHEAST PART OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER
OF SECTION 21, TOWNSHIP 44 NORTH, RANGE 12, EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL
MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF, RECORDED MARCH 15, 1877, AS
DOCUMENT NUMBER 16918, IN BOOK “A” OF PLATS, PAGE 95, IN LAKE COUNTY,
ILLINOIS.
PARCEL 2: A 20 FOOT STRIP OF LAND LYING SOUTH OF AND ADJOINING LOTS 14, 15,
AND 16 IN BLOCK 10, BOUNDED ON THE EAST BY THE EXTENSION OF THE EAST LINE
OF LOT 16 AND BOUNDED ON THE WEST BY THE EXTENSION OF THE WEST LINE OF
LOT 14, AS VACATED BY THE INSTRUMENT DATED AUGUST 14, 1928 AND RECORDED
STEPEMBER 1, 1928 AS DOCUMENT NUMBER 323801, IN LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
Commonly known as 400 Ravine Avenue, Lake Bluff, Illinois.
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF

Memorandum
To:

Chair Kraus and Members of the Historic Preservation Commission

From:

Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator

Subject:

Agenda Item #6 – Continued Significant Demolition Review for 419 East
Prospect Avenue
Agenda Item #7 – A Public Hearing to Consider a Historic Landmark
Nomination Application for the Property Located at 419 E. Prospect Ave

Date:

October 5, 2018
Assessor’s File Photo

Address:

419 East Prospect Avenue

Work Proposed:
Date First Received:

Demolition
July 19, 2018

Work Proposed:
Date Received:

Landmark Designation
September 25, 2018

Owner:

Robert H. Helle, Trustee

Originally Constructed:

Arch. Survey
Lake County

Significance Rating:

Contributing but not
significant.
Contributing for National
Register.

1883
1870

Required Action:
Conduct a public hearing concerning the nomination. Consider the information presented and
make a recommendation as to if the criteria for landmark designation are satisfied.
Applicable Regulations:
• Section 9-14-4 of the Municipal Code (Landmark Designation)
Summary (Significant Demolition Review):
On July 19, 2018, the Village first notified the Historic Preservation Commission of an
application to demolish the structure at 419 East Prospect Avenue. This application is subject to
Section 9-1-14(H), which provides for “ninety (90) days after the application completion date to
receive applications for landmark nominations […]” Since that time, some of the items necessary
to constitute a complete application were found to be absent. The applicant provided these items
and the application was found to be complete on Friday, September 28, 2018.
Summary (Landmark Nomination):
At its September regular meeting, the HPC voted to nominate the structure located at 415 E.
Prospect Ave as a Historic Landmark. Notice was published and mailed to surrounding property
owners at least 15 days in advance of the meeting, as required by the Ordinance. The petition
presented to the HPC and used as the basis of nomination notes the property’s association with
notable figures including the Cloes family; the Camp Meeting Association; Rev. Edward W.
Jeffries; and Abner Scranton. The petition also noted a possibility that the bricks in the structure
are originally from the Cloes’ brickyard, as well as various distinguishing architectural features.

Recommended Action:
The HPC should accept testimony from the property owner and the public; evaluate the
nomination application in view of the landmark designation criteria (included below); and take
one of the following actions:
•

Recommend the Village Board designate the subject property as a landmark and specify
both the specific historic landmark designation criteria met and the specific elements of
the property that merit protection.

•

Continue the Public Hearing to a date mutually agreed upon by the HPC and the property
owner to request additional information for the Commission’s review; or

•

Recommend the Village Board not designate the subject property as a landmark.

The HPC may also take action in regards to the pending significant demolition application,
including extension or termination of the period of time for review.
Attached Documents:
A.
Landmark Application and Historic Survey Record
B.
Complete Significant Demolition Application
C.
Landmark HPC Resolution (will be sent prior to meeting)

D. Letter from Edward Deegan

If you should have any questions regarding the information provided in this memorandum,
please feel free to contact me at (847) 283-6889.
Criteria for Landmark Designation:
Pursuant to the Ordinance, the Historic Preservation Commission shall consider the following
criteria to determine whether to recommend a property for landmark designation:
1. General Considerations:
a. The structure, building, site, or landscape has significant character, interest, or value as part of
the historic, aesthetic, cultural, or architectural characteristics of the village, the state of Illinois,
or the United States.
b. The structure, building, site, or landscape is closely identified with a person or persons who
significantly contributed to the development of the village, the state of Illinois, or the United
States.
c. The structure, building, site, or landscape involves the notable efforts of, or is the only known
example of work by, a master builder, designer, architect, architectural firm, or artist whose
individual accomplishment has influenced the development of the village, state of Illinois, or the
United States.
d. The unique location or singular physical characteristics of a structure, building, site, or
landscape make it an established or familiar visual feature.
e. The activities associated with a structure, building, site, or landscape make it a current or
former focal point of reference in the village.
f. The structure or building is of a type or is associated with a use once common but now rare, or
is a particularly fine or unique example of a utilitarian structure and possesses a high level of
integrity or architectural significance.

g. The structure, building, site, or landscape is in an area that has yielded or is likely to yield
historically significant information, or even prehistoric data.
2. Architectural Significance:
a. The structure, building, site, or landscape represents certain distinguishing characteristics of
architecture inherently valuable for the study of a time period, type of property, method of
construction, or use of indigenous materials.
b. The structure, building, site, or landscape embodies elements of design, detail, material, or
craftsmanship of exceptional quality.
c. The structure, building, site, or landscape exemplifies a particular architectural style in terms
of detail, material, and workmanship which has resulted in little or no alteration to its original
construction.
d. The structure, building, site, or landscape is one of the few remaining examples of a particular
architectural style and has undergone little or no alteration since its original construction.
e. The structure, building, site, or landscape is, or is part of, a contiguous grouping that has a
sense of cohesiveness expressed through a similarity of style characteristics, time period, type of
property, method of construction, or use of indigenous materials and accents the architectural
significance of an area.
f. The detail, material, and workmanship of the structure, building, site, or landscape can be
valued in and of themselves as reflective of or similar to those of the majority of the other visual
elements in the area.
g. The landscape is significant in its own right as landscape architecture and not merely as a
complementary setting for a structure or a group of structures.
3. Historic Significance:
a. The structure, building, site, or landscape is an exceptional example of an historic or
vernacular style, or is one of the few such remaining properties of its kind in the village.
b. The structure, building, site, or landscape has a strong association with the life or activities of
a person or persons who significantly contributed to or participated in the historic or cultural
events of the United States, the state of Illinois, or the village.
c. The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with an organization or group, whether
formal or informal, from which persons have significantly contributed to or participated in the
historic or cultural events of the United States, the state of Illinois, or the village.
d. The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with a notable historic event.
e. The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with an antiquated use due to
technological or social advances.
f. The structure, building, site, or landscape is a monument to, or a cemetery of, a historic person
or persons.

VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
APPLICATION FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
LANDMARK DESIGNATION
Part I:
Street Address of Property:

________________________________________________
419 E Prospect Ave., Lake Bluff, IL 60044

Part II:
Name & Address of Applicant:

Lake Bluff Historic Preservation Commission
__________________________________________
Name
Steven Kraus, Chairman
__________________________________________
Primary Contact
__________________________________________
40 E. Center Ave., Lake Bluff, IL 60044
Address
(847) 234 - 0774
__________________________________________
Telephone Number
Fax Number
vlb@lakebluff.org
__________________________________________
Email Address

Part III:
Robert H. Helle, Trustee
Name & Address of Property Owner: __________________________________________
Name
__________________________________________
Robert H. Helle
Primary Contact
998 Prairie Trail, Libertyville, IL 60030
__________________________________________
Address
(847) 922-4382
__________________________________________
Telephone Number
Fax Number
helle_bob@yahoo.com
__________________________________________
Email Address
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Part IV:
Legal Description of Property: (May be attached as Exhibit)

1: LOT 1, 2, 3 AND 4 IN BLOCK 10 IN LAKE BLUFF, A SUBDIVISION OF THE SOUTH WEST PART OF THE
PARCEL
________________________________________________________________________
NORTH EAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTH EAST PART OF THE NORTH WEST QUARTER OF SECTION 21, TOWNSHIP
44
NORTH,
RANGEexhibit.
12, EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF,
See
attached
________________________________________________________________________
RECORDED MARCH 15, 1877 IN BOOK “A” OF PLATS, PAGE 95, IN LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

________________________________________________________________________

PARCEL
2: A 20 FEET STRIP OF LAND LYING NORTH AND EAST AND ADJOINING SAID LOTS 1, 2, 3, AND 4,
________________________________________________________________________
BOUNDED ON THE EAST BY EXTENDING THE WEST LINE OF LOT 4 AND BOUNDED ON THE SOUTH BY
EXTENDING
THE SOUTH LINE OF LOT 1, AS VACATED BY INSTRUMENT RECORDED SEPTEMBER 1, 1928 AS
________________________________________________________________________
DOCUMENT 323801, IN LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

Part V (a):
Written description of the structure, building, site, or landscape:
________________________________________________________________________
See attached description, as well as Part V(c)
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Part V (b) :
Using the historic landmark designation criteria identified in the Historic Preservation
Ordinance (Section 2-6-4 A) please place a check next to the appropriate applicable
criteria for the proposed landmark designation.
Landmark Designation Criteria:
General Conditions
(X)
(X)

( )
(X)
( )
( )
(X)
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The structure, building, site, or landscape has significant character, interest, or
value as part of the historic, aesthetic, cultural, or architectural characteristics of
the Village, the State of Illinois, or the United States.
The structure, building, site, or landscape is closely identified with a person or
persons who significantly contributed to the development of the Village, the
State of Illinois, or the United States.
The structure, building, site, or landscape involves the notable efforts of, or is the
only known example of work by, a master builder, designer, architect,
architectural firm, or artist whose individual accomplishment has influence the
development of the Village, State of Illinois, or the United States.
The unique location or singular physical characteristics of structure, building,
site, or landscape make it an established or familiar visual feature.
The activities associated with a structures, building, site, or landscape make it a
current or former focal point of reference in the Village.
The structure or building is of a type or is associated with a use once common
but now rare, or is a particularly fine or unique example of a utilitarian structure
and possesses a high level of integrity or architectural significance.
The structure, building, site, or landscape is in an area that has yielded or is likely
to yield historically significant information, or even prehistoric data.

August 2006

Village of Lake Bluff

HPC Landmark Designation Nomination

Landmark Designation Criteria:
Architectural Significance
(X)
( )
(X)
(X)

( )

( )
( )

The structure, building, site, or landscape represents certain distinguishing
characteristics of architecture inherently valuable for the study of a time period,
type of property, method of construction, or use of indigenous materials.
The structure, building, site, or landscape embodies elements of design, detail,
material, or craftsmanship of exceptional quality.
The structure, building, site, or landscape exemplifies a particular architectural
style in terms of detail, material, and workmanship which has resulted in little or
no alteration to its original construction.
The structure, building, site, or landscape is one of few remaining examples of a
particular architectural style and has undergone little or no alteration since its
original construction.
The structure, building, site, or landscape is, or is part of, a contiguous grouping
that has a sense of cohesiveness expressed through a similarity of style
characteristics, time period, type of property, method of construction, or use of
indigenous materials and accents the architectural significance of an area.
The detail, material, and workmanship of the structure, building, site, or
landscape can be valued in and of themselves as reflective of or similar to those
of the majority of other visual elements in the area.
The landscape is significant in its own right as landscape architecture and not
merely as a complementary setting for a structure or a group of structures.

Landmark Designation Criteria:
Historic Significanc e
(X)
(X)

(X)
( )
( )
( )
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The structure, building, site, or landscape is an exceptional example of an historic
or vernacular style, or is one of the few such remaining properties of its kind in
the Village.
The structure, building, site, or landscape has a strong association with the life of
activities of a person or persons who significantly contributed to or participated
in the historic or cultural events of the U.S., the State of Illinois, or the Village.
The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with an organization or
group, whether formal or informal, from which persons have significantly
contributed to or participated in the historic or cultural events of the United
States, the State of Illinois, or the Village.
The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with a notable historic
event.
The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with an antiquated use
due to technological or social advances.
The structure, building, site, or landscape is a monument to, or a cemetery of, an
historic person or persons.
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Part V (c):
Identify the significant exterior architectural features of the proposed landmark designation
that should be protected:
________________________________________________________________________
The architectural style of the original building: L-Form, with Gothic and Italiante
________________________________________________________________________
characteristics. Italiante characteristics include the ornate lintels over doors; tall
narrow windows; and single-story entry portico. The Gothic Revival elements include
________________________________________________________________________
high-pitched roof and gables; and decorative elements over windows and doors. The
________________________________________________________________________
expansive front and side lawn. The orientation of the site towards the former
________________________________________________________________________
Tabernacle across the street. The historical brick believed to be used in the
________________________________________________________________________
construction of the original structure.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Part VI (attach as exhibit):
Please provide written documentation establishing that the applicant is the current owner
of record of the nominated property or that such owner of record has been notified or
consents to the proposed landmark designation. In cases where the owner is the applicant,
such documentation or evidence of record of ownership shall include a recent title policy in
the name of the applicant or other evidence of record ownership acceptable to the
Commission. Please check all documents included with the nomination application.
Owner Documentation
Notification
( )
Title Insurance Policy
(X)
Property Tax Statements
( )
Property Deed
( )
Other ___________________

Documentation Owner Received
(X)
( )
( )
( )

USPS Certified Mail Receipt
Letter of Consent
Letter of Notification
Other ________________________

Part VII (attach as exhibits):
Please provide overall site plan and photographs of the nominated property. The site plan
submission should include front, both sides, and rear elevation drawings. Please check all
items included with the nomination application.
( )
( )
( )

Front Elevation Drawing
Rear Elevation Drawing
Side Elevation Drawings

Part VIII (attach as exhibit):

(X)
( )
(X)

Front Photograph
Rear Photograph
Side Photographs (Single)

Elevations drawings are not available.

Any other information the applicant believes may be relevant to the consideration of the
application by the Village.
________________________________________________________________________
Historical deeds and plats, attached.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Part IX:
Signature of Applicant:
The applicant attests that they have reviewed the Village of Lake Bluff Historic
Preservation Regulations and that the information submitted in this application is correct
to the best of the applicant’s knowledge and understanding.
Glen Cole
For the Historic Preservation Commission
________________________________________
Name
40 E. Center Ave., Lake Bluff, IL 60044
________________________________________
Address
(847) 283-6889
________________________________________
Telephone Number
Fax Number
September 25, 2018
_____________________
Date

Please return all landmark designation application materials
in care of the Historic Preservation Commission to:
Lake Bluff Village Hall
40 East Center Avenue
Lake Bluff, IL 60044

Thank you!

Staff Use Only
Complete Application: Yes _____

No _____

Staff Initials: ____

Date: _______

Complete Re-Submittal: Yes ______ No _____

Staff Initials: ____

Date: _______
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Request to the Historic Preservation Commission
To Nominate
419 East Prospect Avenue
As A Landmark under Section 9-14-4 of the Lake Bluff Municipal Code

We respectfully request that the Historic Preservation Commission ("the
Commission") nominate 419 East Prospect Avenue as a Landmark under Section 914-4 of the Lake Bluff Municipal Code ("Code").
Under Section 9-14-4 B.1. of the Code, "applications for nominations for
designation of a landmark may be submitted by: a) the owner of record of the
nominated landmark; b) the commission; c) the village board; or d) the Vliet Center
board. Because the owner of record, the Robert H. Helle Trust, does not support
nomination, and the Vliet Center's current policy is not to nominate properties for
landmark designation, only the Commission and the Village Board are possible
nominators in this case. After discussions with Village Staff, it was determined that
making the request to the Commission, rather than to the Village Board, was the
more appropriate procedure.
Please note that we are making the request only under Section 9-14-4 of the
Code for designation as a landmark, and not under Section 9-14- 7, landmark
certification.
Standard for Landmark Designation
Under the Code, a Landmark is defined as "Any structure, building, site, or
landscape designated as a landmark by an ordinance duly adopted by the village
board of trustees pursuant to the procedures and standards set forth in this
chapter." The criteria for landmark designation are set out in Section 9-14- 1.A of
the Code. These criteria are duplicated in the Application for Landmark
Designation, and include three categories, General Considerations, Architectural
Significance and Historic Significance. Not all criteria need to be met for
Commission Landmark Designation, as is demonstrated by prior approved
Landmark Designations.
As demonstrated below, we believe that 419 East Prospect (the "Subject
Property'1 should be designated a landmark, either as a structure/building or site,
because it meets many of the Landmark Designation criteria, and is likely one of the
most significant remaining properties in Lake Bluff.
History and Significance of 419 East Prospect
The Subject Property was originally part of a much larger tract owned by
John Clo es, who is recognized as the first settler of Lake Bluff. On July 10, 1844,

1

President John Tyler granted Mr. Kloes 1 just over 100 acres of land under the U.S.
Land Grant Act, which included the Subject Property. 2 As documented by Vliet, John
Cloes left Lake Bluff in the Spring of 1850 for California, and when no further word
was heard from Claes' after September 25, 1850, the Circuit Court of Lake County
declared that he had died in January, 1851 and settled his property ownership in his
heirs. Vliet at 4-5.
We know that some of those properties, including a lakefront parcel of which
the Subject Property was a part, were owned by John Cloes' son, Ben. On May 10,
1875 Ben Cloes deeded 60 acres of that lakefront parcel to Solomon Thatcher for
$6000. See Attached Lake County Recorder, Deed Book 60 at Page 16 see also Vliet
at 43. Subsequently, on December 22, 1877, Thatcher deeded that same property to
William Harris, William Deering and himself as Trustees of the Lake Bluff Meeting
Association (the "Association"). Deed Book 65 at Pages 401-402 (Attached). The
transferred properties under that deed included all of Block 10, identified in the
February 24, 1877 Plat. (Attached) The Subject Property is Lots 1-4 of Block 10 in
the 1877 Plat.
We also know the following:
•

•

On November 6, 1882, the Trustees of the Association deeded Lots 1, 2 and 3
to Rev. Edward W. Jeffries for $500. Lake County Recorder of Deeds, 79 Deed
Book 15 (Attached). As with other deeds of property from the association,
there is a specific restrictive covenant requiring compliance with "the rules
and regulations and the Constitution and By-Laws of the Lake Bluff Camp
Meeting Association."
Approximately one month later, on December 19, 1882, the Association
Trustees deeded Lot 4 to Abner Scranton for $100. Lake County Recorder of
Deeds, 79 Deed Book 17 (Attached).

This information tells us several things: First, the Subject Property has a
strong, direct connection to the Association, one of - if not the - defining historic
and cultural aspect of Lake Bluff history.
Second, the Subject Property had a strong connection to persons who
significantly contributed to the development of Lake Bluff, including not only John
and Ben Cloes, but also Scranton and Jeffries.

Although in most historical documentation, John Cloes' name is spelled with a "C,"
the original spelling of his name, consistent with his Germanic heritage, was spelled
with a "K." See Vliet, Elmer B., Lake Bluff the First 100 Years at 1 ff.
2 Vliet at 2. ("Kloes ... laid claim to 100 acres ... which ran south of Sheridan Place
and west to Moffett Road.) A copy of the Land Grant is attached.
1

2

Vliet documented Abner Scranton's strong connection to Lake Bluff history.
Scranton founded and funded the construction of Grace Church in Chicago, the
forerunner of Grace United Methodist Church in Lake Bluff. Vliet at 51-52, 59; see
also Field, AD., Worthies and Workers. Both Ministers and Laymen of the Rock River
Conference (1896) at 332-338. Mr. Scranton who served as secretary and treasurer
of the LBCMA, and, under James B. Hobbs (the Association's President), was
superintendent of the Camp Meeting Assembly grounds until Scranton's death in
1885. Scranton Avenue was named for Abner Scranton. Vliet at 52 .
Rev. Jeffries, had a close relationship with the Association. We know that he
was a Methodist clergyman who lived in Iowa when he purchased the majority of
the Subject Property in 1882. See Attachments and note 3, infra. We know that Rev.
Jeffries served in a significant role with the Methodist Church in Mt. Vernon, Iowa,
the location of Cornell College, where the Rev. William F. King was President. See
Minutes of the Annual Conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Spring
Conferences of 1884 at 278. We know that Rev. King was one of the 20 clergymen
who were original members of the Association. Vliet at 46. We know that the
Subject Property was a prime location in relationship to the Tabernacle:
immediately adjacent to and facing the Tabernacle grounds. 3 This suggests that Rev.
Jeffries, likely through Rev. King, had a strong relationship and connection to the
Association.
Third, the Jeffries' purchase price, $500, was consistent with there being a
structure on the site at the time Jeffries purchased it in 1882, since-at that timethe price of a 25 foot wide with a cottage on it was $250. See Vliet at 57. Thus, a
property with four lots and a more substantial home was likely worth $500 at that
time. Conversely, if the property were unimproved, it would have only been worth
$100. This is consistent with the records of the Lake County Assessor, which state
that the current home was built in 1870. See Attachments.
Most importantly, this deed history and the Assessor's records demonstrate,
almost conclusively, that the home on the site was there at the time Ben Cloes
owned the property before he sold it in 1875 to Mr. Thatcher. It is notable that the
architectural style of the home on the subject property is similar to that of the only
other recognized Ben Cloes-bult home in Lake Bluff: 666 Maple Avenue. See Vliet
Museum Catalog, Slides 205-210; see also 1998 Survey at 57. Each of the original
structures is similar in architectural style, including both features of the Italianate
style ( ornate lintels over the doors and long-narrow windows with a single story
entry portico or porch) and the high-pitched roof and gables of the Gothic style. 4
3

Note that the front of the home faces toward Moffett (also toward the Tabernacle)
and nottoward Prospect Avenue. As was the case with many homes in the Camp
Meeting Association area, they faced toward the Tabernacle even if that resulted in
the home not facing the principal street on which it was located.
4 See, e.g., https://architecturestyles.org/gothic-revival and
https://architecturestyles.org/italianate; see also 1998 Survey at 57.
3

The Vliet Museum has noted that the bricks that are part of the construction
of the home are suspected to have come from the Cloes' brickyard. See Vliet
Museum Collection, Slide 343. Because the house was on Cloes' parcel and was
constructed at the time Ben Cloes owned it, it is highly probably that Cloes bricks
were used in its construction.
Finally, according to the 1998 Survey, the Subject Property was one of only
11 remaining "L-Form" houses in the Village. 1998 Survey at 40, 83. As discussed
above, and like the Ben Cloes home at 666 Maple, it is a unique expression of that
form, combining elements of the Italiante (ornate lintels over doors and tall, narrow
windows, and a single-story entry portico) and Gothic Revival (high-pitched roof
and gables, as well as decorative elements over the windows and doors)
architectural styles, both of which were popular at the time it was built. While the
home on the Subject Property is not a perfect example of either style, its uniqueness
is the combination of the styles to fit a more vernacular L-Form style.
Landmark Designation Criteria
Based on these records and information, we believe that the property (either
building or site or both), meet many of the landmark designation criteria, including:
General Considerations:
a:

b:

d:
g:

The structure, building, site or landscape has significant character, interest or
value as part of the historic, aesthetic, cultural or architectural characteristcs
of the village, the state of Illinois or the United States.
The structure, building, site or landscape is closely identified with a person
or persons who significantly contributed to the development of the village,
the state of Illinois, or the United States.
The unique location or singular physical characteristics of a structure,
building, site or landscape make it an established or familiar visual feature.
The structure, building, site or landscape is in an area that has yielded or is
likely to yield historically significant information, or even prehistoric data.

As demonstrated above, the Subject Property has significant interest and
value as part of the history of Lake Bluff.
As demonstrated above, the Subject Property is closely identified with
several persons who significantly contributed to the development of Lake Bluff, and
was likely, if not almost certainly, constructed by, and owned by the Cloes family.
Indeed, it may the one of only two remaining Claes family homes in the Village.

4

The corner location of the Subject Property, across from the former site of
the Tabernacle, diagonally across from the site of the former Hotel Irving, and part
of the 25' Association lots that still remain platted as such on the 400 Block of East
Prospect Avenue, make it a established or visual feature. As Commission members
have noted, its large front and side lawns, similar to the home immediately across
from it at 501 E. Prospect and the home diagonally across from it at 502 E.
Prospect 5 This is a familiar visual feature of the Subject Property, especially notable
during the Lake Bluff Fourth of July Parade, which passes immediately in front of the
Subject Property.
Because of the connection to the Cloes family (and its likely construction
from Cloes bricks) and because of its location close to both the Tabernacle and the
Hotel lrving, 6 it is likely to yield historically significant information.
Architectural Significance:
a:

c:

d:

The structure, building, site, or landscape represents certain distinguishing
characteristics of architecture inherently valuable for the study of a time
period, type of property, method of construction, or use of indigenous
materials.
The structure, building, site or landscape exemplifies a particular
architectural style in terms of detail, material, and workmanship which has
resulted in little or no alteration since its original construction.
The structure, building, site or landscape is one of the few remaining
examples of a particular architectural style and has undergone little or no
alteration since its original construction.

As demonstrated above, the site of the Subject Property represents
distinguishing characteristics, including its placement on the lot to create large front
and side yards and its orientation toward the site of the former Tabernacle across
the street. The home is also likely to have been constructed with Cloes brick, an
indigenous material of historic significance.

5

This characteristic is also true of the home located at the southwest corner of
Center and Moffett, 421 E. Center Avenue, one block north of the Subject Property.
6 During the excavation of a family room addition in the 1980s at 502 East Prospect,
one of the artesian well basins from the Hotel Irving was located, and thereafter
incorporated into the landscape of that property.
5

The architectural style of the original building on the site (L-Form, with
Gothic and Italiante characteristics) has undergone little or no alteration.7
As noted by Historic Preservation Consultants' 1998 Survey, the home was,
at that time, one of only eleven L-Form homes in the Village. Its Gothic and Italiante
elements are unique among the remaining L-Form homes. The expansive front and
side lawn of the property, resulting from its placement on the lots that comprise the
property, is one of the few remaining properties which have such lawns and home
placement.

Historic Significance:
a:

b:

c:

The structure, building, site or landscape is an exceptional example of an
historic or vernacular style, or is one of the few such remaining properties of
its kind in the village.
The structure, building, site, or landscape has a strong association with the
life or activities of a person or persons who significantly contributed to or
participated in the historic or cultural events of the United States, the state of
Illinois, or the village.
The structure, building, site, or landscape is associated with an organization
or group, whether formal or informal from which persons have significantly
contributed to or participated in the historic or cultural events of the United
States, the state of Illinois, or the village.

Each of these criteria are met for the reasons stated above, both in the
general history and significance section of this request and as discussed for the
General Considerations and Architectural Significance criteria, immediately above.
Conclusion
For all these reasons, we respectfully request that the Commission nominate
the Subject Property as a designated landmark under Section 9-4-14 of the Lake
Bluff Municipal Code. In order to allow the Commission and the Village Board time
to act on this request, we also respectfully request that the Commission extend,
under Section 9-1-18.H.5.b of the Municipal Code, the demolition review period
relating to the Subject Property.

7

For sure, the unfortunate additions to the home, much in the twentieth century,
are neither original nor noteworthy. However, as the extensive record in
proceedings before the Commission relating to the Subject Property demonstrates,
there is both historical value and ability to preserve the existing structure. The only
issue that has been raised against doing so, unsupported in the record, is cost.
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Property Tax Assessment Information by PIN

Property Tax Assessment Information by PIN
Enter the 10 to 14 digit Property Index Number (PIN) with
or without dashes for the property

1221222024

Submit

View Board of Review Appeal Schedule and Assessor Evidence
Print Version

Property Address
Pin:
12-21-222-024
Street Address:
419 E PROSPECT AVE
City:
LAKE BLUFF
Zip Code:
60044
Land Amount:
$130,714
Building Amount:
$100,940
Total Amount:
$231,654
Township:
Shields
Assessment Date:
2018

Property Characteristics
Neighborhood Number:
1021090
NELB =/>12,000Neighborhood Name:
<40,000 '49Property Class:
104
Residential
Class Description:
Improved
Total Land Square Footage:
12500
House Type Code:
24
Structure Type / Stories:
2.0
Exterior Cover:
Wood siding
Multiple Buildings (Y/N):
N
Year Built / Effective Age:
1870 / 1870
Condition:
Average
Quality Grade:
Good
Above Ground Living Area
2535
(Square Feet):
Lower Level Area (Square
Feet):
Finished Lower Level (Square
Feet):
Basement Area (Square Feet):
990
Finished Basement Area (Square
0
Feet):
Number of Full Bathrooms:
2
Number of Half Bathrooms:
0
Fireplaces:
2
Garage Attached / Detached /
1/0/0
Carport:
Garage Attached / Detached /
484 / 0 / 0
Carport Area:
Deck / Patios:
0/0
Deck / Patios Area:
0/0

https://apps03.lakecountyil.gov/comparables/ptaipin.aspx?Pin=1221222024&Unit=0000
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9/25/2018

Property Tax Assessment Information by PIN

Porches Open / Enclosed:
Porches Open / Enclosed Area:
Pool:

2/0
123 / 0
0

Click here for a Glossary of these
terms.
Click on the image or sketch to
the left to view
and print them at full size. The
sketch will have a
legend.

Property Sales History
Sale valuation definitions
Date of Sale
6/28/2017
4/26/2013
2/7/2004

Sale Amount
$655,000
$560,000
$715,000

Sales Validation
Qualified
Qualified
Qualified

Compulsory Sale

Changes made to the sketch drawings are uploaded to the website every two weeks. The property
characteristics appearing on this page show any changes made by an assessor the following day.
Please note that the characteristic information shown above is only a summary of information
extracted from the Township Assessor's property records. For more detailed and complete
characteristic information please contact your local township assessor. Likewise, any
errors/omissions/discrepancies should be discussed with the appropriate township office.

Select comparable properties to determine
assessment equity

Select comparable properties by recent sales

https://apps03.lakecountyil.gov/comparables/ptaipin.aspx?Pin=1221222024&Unit=0000
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Treasurer's Bill: Lake County, IL

Print This Page

PAYMENT COUPON
DAVID STOLMAN
LAKE COUNTY COLLECTOR

Tax Year 2017
PIN: 12-21-222-024

*1221222024*

Pin 12-21-222-024
ROBERT H HELLE TRUSTEE
998 PRAIRIE TRL
GRAYSLAKE,IL 60030-3541

BALANCE DUE: $0.00
PAYABLE TO THE LAKE COUNTY COLLECTOR

122122202400000000000000201728

Please Remit Payment To:
Lake County Collector
18 N. County Street
Waukegan, IL 60085

Property
Location:
Legal
Description:

419 E PROSPECT
AVE
LAKE BLUFF

Tax Year

Pin Number

Tax Code Acres

2017

12-21-222-024

10011

0.28

VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF; LT1 & VAC ALLEY LYG N & E & ADJ & VAC ALLEY LYG N
& ADJ ALSO LTS 2, 3 & 4 & VAC ALLEY LYG N & ADJ BLOCK 10

Taxing Body

Rate

COUNTY OF LAKE
COUNTY OF LAKE PENSION
VIL OF LAKE BLUFF
VIL OF LAKE BLUFF LIBRARY
VIL OF LAKE BLUFF PENSION
ROAD AND BRIDGE-SHIELDS
LAKE BLUFF PARK DIST
LAKE BLUFF PARK DIST PENSION
LAKE BLUFF MOSQUITO ABATEMENT
LAKE BLUFF SCHOOL DISTRICT #65
LAKE BLUFF SCHOOL DISTRICT #65 PENSION
COLLEGE OF LAKE COUNTY #532
LAKE FOREST HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT #115
LAKE FOREST HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT #115
PENSION
NORTH SHORE WATER RECLAMATION
DISTRICT
FOREST PRESERVE
FOREST PRESERVE PENSION

0.513911
0.107840
0.387886
0.160552
0.189006
0.030549
0.416698
0.058472
0.013873
2.521428
0.058839
0.280640
1.284648
0.029153
0.152663
0.178277
0.009026

Land Value
+ Building Value
x State Multiplier
= Equalized Value
+ Farm Land and Bldg Value
+ State Assessed Pollution
Ctrl.
+ State Assessed Railroads
= Total Assessed Value
- Fully Exempt
- Senior Freeze
- Home Improvement
- General Homestead
- Senior Homestead
- Veterans/Disabled
- Returning Veteran

$128,529
$99,253
1.0000
$227,782

$227,782

https://apps03.lakecountyil.gov/treasurer/collbook/collbook4.asp?Pin=12-21-222-024&unit=0000&nocache=9/25/2018%201:19:45%20PM
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9/25/2018

Treasurer's Bill: Lake County, IL

CEN LK COUNTY JOINT ACTION WATER
AGENCY
TOWNSHIP OF SHIELDS
TOWNSHIP OF SHIELDS PENSION

0.040806

Totals

6.469634

0.033375
0.001992

= Taxable Valuation
x Tax Rate
= Real Estate Tax
+ Special Service Area
+ Drainage
= Total Current Year Tax
+ Omitted Tax
+ Forfeited Tax
= Total Tax Billed
+ Interest Due as of
+ Cost
= AMOUNT BILLED
Fair Market Value
Total Due

$227,782
6.469634
$14,736.66
$14,736.66
$14,736.66
9/25/2018
$14,736.66
$683,346
9/25/2018 $0.00

https://apps03.lakecountyil.gov/treasurer/collbook/collbook4.asp?Pin=12-21-222-024&unit=0000&nocache=9/25/2018%201:19:45%20PM
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Village of LAKE BLUFF
STREET #

419

DIRECTION

E

STREET

PROSPECT

ABB

AV

ILLINOIS URBAN ARCHITECTURAL
AND HISTORICAL SURVEY

PIN
LOCAL
SIGNIFICANCE
RATING

C

POTENTIAL IND
N
NR? (Y or N)
CRITERIA
Contributing to a
NR DISTRICT?

C

Contributing secondary structure?
Listed on existing
SURVEY?

-

No

GENERAL INFORMATION
CATEGORY

building

CURRENT FUNCTION Domestic - single dwelling

CONDITION

excellent

HISTORIC FUNCTION Domestic - single dwelling

INTEGRITY

altered but reversible

REASON for
SIGNFICANCE

SECONDARY STRUCTURE
SECONDARY STRUCTURE

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
ARCHITECTURAL
CLASSIFICATION

PLAN
L-Form
NO OF STORIES

DETAILS
ROOF TYPE
DATE of construction 1883
ROOF MATERIAL
OTHERYEAR
FOUNDATION
DATESOURCE

Vliet Center researcher
PORCH

WALL MATERIAL (current)
WINDOW MATERIAL
WALL MATERIAL 2 (current)
WINDOW MATERIAL
WALL MATERIAL (original)
WINDOW TYPE
WALL MATERIAL 2 (original)
WINDOW CONFIG
SIGNIFICANT
FEATURES

ALTERATIONS

HISTORIC INFORMATION
HISTORIC
NAME
COMMON
NAME
PERMIT NO
COST
ARCHITECT
ARCHITECT2
BUILDER
ARCHITECT
SOURCE

HISTORIC
INFO

LANDSCAPE

SURVEY INFORMATION

PHOTO INFORMATION

PREPARER
ROLL1

18

FRAMES1

7-8

PREPARER
ORGANIZATION

ROLL2

SURVEYDATE

1/21/1998

FRAMES2

SURVEYAREA

Lake Bluff Camp Meeting Assn

ROLL3
FRAMES3
DIGITAL
PHOTO ID
txtImageID:
txtImageNote:

419

Jennifer Kenny

PROSPECT

258
No image name speci

MOFFETT RD.

GURNEY AVE.

EDWARD
DEEGAN
ARCHITECTS

E. PROSPECT AVE.

HELLE RESIDENCE
419 E. PROSPECT AVE.
LAKE BLUFF, IL 60044

E. PROSPECT AVE.

RAVINE AVE.

MOFFETT RD.

419

VE.

A
RAVINE

N

Existing Site Neighborhood Context Map
SCALE: 1/64" = 1'-0"

Current View to the South from Prospect of 419 E. Prospect Ave. in Lake Bluff.

Current View to the West from Moffett Road of 419 E. Prospect Ave. in Lake Bluff.

GLEN COLE
Assistant to the Village Administrator
September 25, 2018
ROBERT H HELLE, TRUSTEE
998 PRAIRIE TRAIL
GRAYSLAKE, IL 60030
RE:

Notification of Historic Landmark Nomination
419 East Prospect Avenue, Lake Bluff, Illinois

Dear Mr. Helle,
I am writing to you as the owner of the property located at 419 East Prospect Avenue, legally described on
the reverse of this letter. Enclosed is a copy of an application for Historic Preservation Landmark
Designation for the single-family residence and site located at this property. This application is submitted
by the Lake Bluff Historic Preservation Commission pursuant to a motion at its September 12, 2018 regular
meeting.
Pursuant to Section 9-14-4(B)(2)(d) of the Municipal Code of the Village of Lake Bluff, this letter shall
serve as the property owner notification required by the Historic Preservation Ordinance. It is the intent of
the Historic Preservation Commission to recognize 419 East Prospect’s role in the history of our community
and, in so doing, enhance the possibilities of finding a viable use for it in the future.
The HPC will hold a public hearing regarding this nomination on Wednesday, October 10, 2018 at 7:00
p.m. in the Village Hall Board Room at Village Hall, 40 E. Center Avenue. A copy of the full
application, staff memorandum, and other additional materials will be available on or after the Friday before
the scheduled meeting date at the front counter in Village Hall or online at lakebluff.org.
If you wish to be heard or present any evidence or testimony regarding this matter, you should appear at
the Public Hearing at the time and place specified above. Alternatively, you may submit a written response
to Village Hall to the attention of the HPC and it will be considered at the Public Hearing.
If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact me at (847) 283-6889 or by e-mail
at gcole@lakebluff.org.
Sincerely,

Glen Cole
Assistant to the Village Administrator

Legal Description of 419 E. Prospect Ave.:

PARCEL 1: LOT 1, 2, 3 AND 4 IN BLOCK 10 IN LAKE BLUFF, A SUBDIVISION OF THE
SOUTH WEST PART OF THE NORTH EAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTH EAST PART OF
THE NORTH WEST QUARTER OF SECTION 21, TOWNSHIP 44 NORTH, RANGE 12, EAST
OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF,
RECORDED MARCH 15, 1877 IN BOOK “A” OF PLATS, PAGE 95, IN LAKE COUNTY,
ILLINOIS.
PARCEL 2: A 20 FEET STRIP OF LAND LYING NORTH AND EAST AND ADJOINING
SAID LOTS 1, 2, 3, AND 4, BOUNDED ON THE EAST BY EXTENDING THE WEST LINE
OF LOT 4 AND BOUNDED ON THE SOUTH BY EXTENDING THE SOUTH LINE OF LOT
1, AS VACATED BY INSTRUMENT RECORDED SEPTEMBER 1, 1928 AS DOCUMENT
323801, IN LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

Drew Irvin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bob Helle <helle_bob@yahoo.com>
Friday, September 28, 2018 3:22 PM
Drew Irvin
Amended demolition site management plan

Dear Mr. Irvin:
Please amend our Demolition Site Management Plan.
Offsite access routes will use East Center and Moffatt Streets. Location of parking demolition equipment,
trucks, crew member vehicles will be on site to greatest extent possible providing they do not impact tree
protection, silt fencing etc. Any off site parking will be on East Prospect as allowed by Village ordinance
unless directed otherwise by the Village.
Sincerely,
Robert H. Helle
mobile 847 922 4382
helle_bob@yahoo.com
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EXT. RECEIPT NUMBER

Lake Bluff

17354

40 E. Center Avenue
Lake Bluff, IL 60044
Ph: (847) 234-0774

Fax: (847) 234-7254

Paid By
WARREN EDWARD BUILDERS
33149 N HIGHWAY 45
GRAYSLAKE, IL

Transaction

Type

Record

Category

00006451

Name

WARREN EDWARD BUILDERS
Bond

Description

Amount

Invoice for bond

$ 5,000.00

Total
Cash
Check
Credit
Transferred

Tendered
Change
To Overpayment

$ 5,000.00
$ 5,000.00

$ 5,000.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00

Bond Transaction Summary

Lake Bluff
40 E. Center Avenue
Lake Bluff, IL 60044
Fax: (847) 234-7254
(847) 234-0774
http://www.lakebluff.org/

WARREN EDWARD BUILDERS
33149 N HIGHWAY 45
GRAYSLAKE, IL

Bond Type: Performance - Bond
BP2018-0010 419 E PROSPECT AVE

12-21-222-024

Action
Description

Inv/Trx No.
Date Created

Check Payment

Trx-00006451

Bond Deposit for Invoice: 00006003

08/22/2018

Date Opened:
08/20/2018
In
$5,000.00

Deposits
(Total Inflows)

Bond Totals:

$5,000.00

Status: Held
Out
$0.00

Balance Due
$0.00

Balance Due
Processed
Payments (Total of Unpaid
Invoices)
(Total Outfows)

$0.00

$0.00

Lake Bluff

Invoice For Permit: PB18-2018-0355
Print Date: 09/19/2018

40 E. Center Avenue
Lake Bluff, IL 60044
(847) 234-0774
(847) 234-7254

Pay by Account In Full

WARREN EDWARD BUILDERS
Pay by Account In Full

33149 N HIGHWAY 45

$ 0.00

GRAYSLAKE IL
Invoice No
00006002
Fee Details:

Total Amount Due

Invoice Date
08/20/18

Permit Number

Address

PB18-2018-0355

419 E PROSPECT AVE

Quantity

Description

1.000

DEMO - TAX PRINCIPAL

3525.000

DEMO - PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE

Amount Due
$ 0.00

Amount Cost

Balance

$10000.00

$ 0.00

$5012.50

$ 0.00

$ 0.00

EXT. RECEIPT NUMBER

Lake Bluff

17353

40 E. Center Avenue
Lake Bluff, IL 60044
Ph: (847) 234-0774

Fax: (847) 234-7254

Paid By
WARREN EDWARD BUILDERS
33149 N HIGHWAY 45
GRAYSLAKE, IL

Transaction

Type

Record

Category

Description

Amount

00006450

Permit

PB18-2018-0355 STANDARD ITEM

DEMO - TAX PRINCIPAL

00006450

Permit

PB18-2018-0355 STANDARD ITEM

DEMO - PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE

$ 10,000.00

Total
Cash
Check
Credit
Transferred

Tendered
Change
To Overpayment

$ 5,012.50

$ 15,012.50
$ 15,012.50

$ 15,012.50
$ 0.00
$ 0.00

VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NO. 2018-HPC-__
RECOMMENDING LANDMARK DESIGNATION FOR 419 EAST PROSPECT AVENUE
WHEREAS, the Village of Lake Bluff is a community with a rich historical,
cultural, and architectural character that is unique among Northern Illinois communities; and
WHEREAS, the preservation of historically, culturally, and architecturally
significant structures in the Village is necessary to maintain the essential character of the Village
and to protect the value of properties in the Village; and
WHEREAS, the Village desires to recognize and protect structures that
contribute to the historical, cultural, or architectural heritage of the Village; and
WHEREAS, the Village also desires to assist owners of historically, culturally, or
architecturally significant structures, buildings, sites, and landscapes in maintaining and
enhancing their properties in a manner consistent with the character of the Village; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 9-14-4(B) of the “Lake Bluff Municipal Code”
(“Village Code”), the Lake Bluff Historic Preservation Commission ("Applicant") submitted a
landmark designation application (“Application”) for the single-family home (the “Nominated
Building”) owned by Robert H. Helle, Trustee and located at 419 East Prospect Avenue, Lake
Bluff, Illinois, as legally described in Exhibit A attached hereto (“Property”); and
WHEREAS, after notice of a public hearing was duly published on or before
September 25, 2018, in The News-Sun, the Commission held a public hearing on the
Application on October 10, 2018, at which hearing the Applicant and members of the public
appeared and testified regarding the designation of the Nominated Building as a Landmark; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 9-14-4(D), and after reviewing all information
presented to it at the public hearing, the Commission has authority to adopt a recommendation
on whether the Nominated Building does or does not meet the landmark designation criteria set
forth in Section 9-14-4(A); and
WHEREAS, after consideration of the evidence at the public hearing, the
Commission has determined that the Nominated Building meets the landmark designation
criteria for the reasons stated in the minutes of the public hearing and as follows:
General Considerations
1. §1(a) - The Nominated Building has significant character, interest, or value as part of the
historic, aesthetic, cultural, or architectural characteristics of the Village, the State of
Illinois, or the United States.
2. §1(b) - The Nominated Building is closely identified with a person or persons who
significantly contributed to the development of the village, the State of Illinois, or the
United States. [Cloes family; Abner Scranton; Rev. Edward W. Jeffries; Camp Meeting
Association]
3. §1(d) - The unique location or singular physical characteristics of a structure, building,
site, or landscape make it an established or familiar visual feature. [Corner location with
large front yard, across from the former Tabernacle]

1

4. §1(g) - The structure, building, site, or landscape is in an area that has yielded or is likely
to yield historically significant information, or even prehistoric data.
Architectural Significance
5. §2(a) - The Nominated Building represents certain distinguishing characteristics of
architecture inherently valuable for the study of a time period, type of property, method
of construction, or use of indigenous materials. [L-Form, with Gothic and Italianate
characteristics]
6. §2(c) - The Nominated Building exemplifies a particular architectural style in terms of
detail, material, and workmanship which has resulted in little or no alteration to its
original construction. [L-Form, with Gothic and Italianate characteristics]
7. §2(d) - The Nominated Building is one of the few remaining examples of a particular
architectural style and has undergone little or no alteration since its original construction.
Historic Significance
8. §3(a) - The Nominated Building is an exceptional example of an historic or vernacular
style, or is one of the few such remaining properties of its kind in the Village.
9. §3(b) - The Nominated Building has a strong association with the life or activities of a
person or persons who significantly contributed to or participated in the historic or
cultural events of the United States, the State of Illinois, or the village. [Cloes family;
Abner Scranton; Rev. Edward W. Jeffries]
10. §3(c) - The Nominated Building is associated with an organization or group, whether
formal or informal, from which persons have significantly contributed to or participated in
the historic or cultural events of the United States, the State of Illinois, or the village.
[Camp Meeting Association]
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION
COMMISSION OF THE VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF, LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS, as follows:
Section 1. The Historic Preservation Commission finds, as set forth in this
Resolution, that the Nominated Building in the Application satisfies the criteria for landmark
designation set forth in Section 9-14-4(A).
Section 2. The Commission recommends that the Village Board of Trustees
designate the Nominated Building as an official landmark pursuant to Section 9-14-4(E).

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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PASSED this __th day of October, 2018, by a vote of the Historic Preservation Commission as
follows:
AYES:

(0)

NAYS:

(0)

ABSENT:

(0)

ABSTAIN:

(0)

APPROVED this __th day of October, 2018.
Steven Kraus, Chairperson
ATTEST:

Deputy Village Clerk

# 5300662_v1
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EXHIBIT A
Legal Description of Subject Property
PARCEL 1: LOT 1, 2, 3 AND 4 IN BLOCK 10 IN LAKE BLUFF, A SUBDIVISION OF THE
SOUTH WEST PART OF THE NORTH EAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTH EAST PART OF
THE NORTH WEST QUARTER OF SECTION 21, TOWNSHIP 44 NORTH, RANGE 12, EAST
OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF, RECORDED
MARCH 15, 1877 IN BOOK “A” OF PLATS, PAGE 95, IN LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
PARCEL 2: A 20 FEET STRIP OF LAND LYING NORTH AND EAST AND ADJOINING SAID
LOTS 1, 2, 3, AND 4, BOUNDED ON THE EAST BY EXTENDING THE WEST LINE OF LOT 4
AND BOUNDED ON THE SOUTH BY EXTENDING THE SOUTH LINE OF LOT 1, AS
VACATED BY INSTRUMENT RECORDED SEPTEMBER 1, 1928 AS DOCUMENT 323801, IN
LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
Commonly known as 419 East Prospect Avenue, Lake Bluff, Illinois.
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Historic Preservation Committee
Village of Lake Bluff
40 E. Center Ave.
Lake Bluff, IL 60044

October 8, 2018

Dear Historic Preservation Commission,
I have reviewed the visible masonry at 419 E. Prospect. The masonry is
consistent with Chicago Common brick. Chicago Common is predominantly pink and red but as unfired and un-dyed it is characterized
by the variety of color combinations found in Chicago area clay.
I have seen the brick noted by Staff and thought possibly to be Cloes Brick.
The small quantity of this brick and mixed in randomly with other brick
making the foundation is consistent with construction using
Chicago Common brick.

Very Truly Yours,

EDWARD J DEEGAN AIA NCARB

